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Family Fun is an exhibition that allows the readers to go back in time and 

relive past entertainment that families used to enjoy. Parks, walks and trails 

would be featured, famous shopping belts are also showcased. Relive 

memories from Iconic landmarks such as the National Theatre and Great 

World Amusement Park. The way festivals have been celebrated in the past 

would also be featured. How can we also forget the popular games of 

yesteryears too? 

 



a   Pre - Visit 

What do you think Family Fun Exhibition is about? 

I think it is about 

What do you hope/want to learn from the exhibition? 

I hope/want to learn about 

How do you feel about visiting this exhibition? Why? 

Before going for the exhibition, write down your thoughts here! 

 



B   What am I? 

                     Picture                                                                    Name 

Source: Wikicommons 

Singapore Botanic Gardens 

Haw Par Villa 

Asian Civilisations Museum 

National Museum of Singapore 

    Match the pictures on the left to the correct name on the right! 

Source: Wikicommons 

Source: Wikicommons 

Source: Wikicommons 



C   Festivals 
Singapore is a multi-cultural society made up of Chinese, Malays, Indians, 

Eurasians and Asians of different origins and we get to celebrate different 

festivals such as Chinese New Year, Hari Raya Puasa, Deepavali and Christmas. 

 

Read the questions below and provide advice to these friends on what they 

should do. 

Respecting one another is important in maintaining harmony in Singapore! 

Ming Hock 

I’ve invited Ahmad and Raju 

 to my house to celebrate Chinese 

New Year.  

 

What should I take note of? 

Ming Hock needs to make sure 

that…. 

Ahmad & Raju 

Ming Hock has invited us to his house 

to celebrate Chinese New Year and 

we are excited to go!  

 

What should I take note of? 

Ahmad and Raju need to… 



E   from the family album 

ACROSS  

 

DOWN 

2 Which school did Margaret Clarke  

attend? 

 

1  Who is Tan Kim Seng’s grandson? 

4   How many siblings did Gerry have? 3 What material  is Sultanah Khalijah’s 

western gown made of? 

 

5 What business did G.R Lambert & 

Co. own? 

 

6 Who did Margaret Clarke marry? 

 

  

7 Where was Lee Brothers’ studio 

located? 
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D   MY Portrait 

(name)                _________________________________________________ 

 

(date of birth)     _________________________________________________ 

   

(description of    _________________________________________________ 

 my family)  

                             _________________________________________________ 

 

                             _________________________________________________ 

 

Draw your own portrait! 



F  My Reflections 

Draw and describe your favourite family moment 

(b) Let’s start planning for your next family outing! Choose two activities you 

would like to do with your family members. Why did you pick those 

activities? 

 

(a) Write down one thing you have learnt from this exhibition. 

 


